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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the effect of coinfection on the emergence of resistant
pathogens. Firstly, a multiple infection model with treatment is derived and the
conditions for invasion are established. The invasion condition is then related to
an equivalent and easier to obtain condition, R0 , by applying the Next-Generation
Theorem. Due to its biological interpretation, a heuristic derivation of R0 as the
invasion condition is also given. Then assuming that resistance comes at a cost to
the pathogen, and using a very simple within-host model, we establish under which
specific set of biological assumptions we should expect coinfection to increase or
decrease R0 . Specifically, we obtain that in the no cost of resistance case, reduced
transmission case, and increased mortality case, that coinfection will increase the R0
value and that in the reduced growth and poor competitor case that the effect is
indeterminate. We also introduced a method for approximating the intrinsic growth
rate when the coinfection efficiency is assumed to be small. Using this method, we
show that we obtain the same trend for the cost of resistance cases when comparing
our estimate for the intrinsic growth rate for the coinfection case versus the intrinsic
growth rate for the single infection case. We also use this approximation to estimate
the percentage of resistance as a function of time. Finally, we analyze how both the
intrinsic growth rate and R0 respond to a changing treatment rate, compared to the
intrinsic growth rate and R0 value in the single infection case. We found that the
change in R0 and the intrinsic growth rate can be greater or smaller than the change

in R0 or the intrinsic growth rate for the single infection case.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

With advances in genotyping technology we are now aware that many microparasite infections are made up of more than one genotypically distinct clonal lineage
[16]. This has been described for many types of diseases including Mycobacterium
turberculosis [7], Eppstein Bar Virus [18] and Malaria [2] to list but a few. Surely one
could hypothesize that the genetic diversity of an infection and intervention strategies that could alter this diversity, such as drug treatment, would have an effect on
the overall host ecology. This in turn could have a potential effect on the severity and
progression of a disease as well as the spread and emergence of pathogens that are
resistant to treatment. For example, if a resistant, to treatment, strain is being competitively suppressed by a sensitive strain, within a host, then drug treatment could
result in competitive release of the resistant strain. This could mean that when multiple infections are present within a host, resistant strains will spread much quicker
than if only single infections occurred [9]. In fact in the rodent malaria model, P.
chabaudi experiments have shown that competitive release does occur [21][5].
Despite the increasing experimental evidence regarding the existence and potential importance of multi-clonal infections, theoretical work still largely ignores this
entanglement. In fact, the majority of mathematical models assume that a host can
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be infected with only one clonal type of pathogen. Certainly, depending on the type
of biological question this may be sufficient; however in some cases we contend it
is not. Some models do not ignore the multiple infection scenario completely but
instead use the simplifying scenario termed “superinfection”. Superinfection, coined
by Nowak and May [13] allows for multiple infections; however it assumes that the
more virulent strain will supersede the less virulent strain, on a time scale which is
assumed to be fast relative to the epidemiological dynamics of interest. In some cases,
this assumption may be correct but certainly one could imagine that cases may arise
where the competitive advantage of one strain over another is small and/or time scale
of interest is not sufficiently long enough to assume that one strain will dominate
over the other.
Van Baalen and Sabelis [20] explored this “coinfection” scenario where up to two
strains are allowed to infect a host at one time and both strains can contribute to
host mortality and transmission. Under this scenario, they show that more virulent
strains may be selected for when pathogens could potentially have to share their
hosts. Recently, Alizon and van Baalen [1] combined a within-host immune dynamics
model with a coinfection model to study the implications of immunity and multiple
infections on virulence evolution.
Using the same theoretical framework as van Baalen and Sabelis [20] we model
the emergence of drug resistant pathogens under drug treatment pressure. Drug
resistance is both a major financial and human cost concern and it is not limited
to the widely publicized antibiotic resistance but is of major concern for all sorts of
pathogens including bacteria, fungi, malaria and viruses [17]. Modeling the emergence of resistant pathogens has certainly been an active field of research. However
mathematical models that incorporate the effect of multiple infections in the emer-
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gence of resistant pathogens to date has been largely neglected.
1.1

Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 begins by laying out the framework for our multiple infection model
as well as the conditions for invasion by a resistant pathogen. Applying the NextGeneration Theorem it establishes R0 > 1 as the invasion condition for a resistant
pathogen. Chapter 3 looks at the effect of coinfection on the emergence of resistance
in a multiple infection model compared to a single infection model. It also explores
the time scale of the emergence of resistance by approximating the intrinsic growth
rate. In chapter 4 the effect of changing the treatment rate on R0 and the intrinsic
growth rate in the coinfection case is compared to the effect if single infections only
were permitted.

CHAPTER II

Multiple Infection Model and Conditions for Invasion

In this chapter, we will begin by devoloping a multiple infection model. We
will then perform an invasion analysis, and establish the necessary condition for a
resistant strain to invade a population at an endemic equilibrium. We will also derive
an equivalent invasion condition by applying the Next-Generation Theorem. This
equivalent condition, termed R0 , also has a biological significance and therefore we
will also offer a biologically motivated heuristic derivation of R0 .
2.1

Multiple Infection Model

Following a similar method to van Baalen and Sabelis [20] we begin by extending
the standard SI (susceptible and infected) model [8] to allow for multiple infections.
Like van Baalen and Sabelis’ model we consider the simplest case of coinfection by
allowing a host to be infected by up to two strains. Let S denote the number of
susceptibles and let IX denote the number of individuals in an infectious class X.
Note that we will also sometimes use IX and S to denote the actual class itself,
however this should be clear through context.
Figure 2.1 depicts the flow through infectious classes. Susceptibles, (S), can either
be infected with strain A or strain B. After being infected once they can then become
additionally infected with strain A or B. This results in 6 different infectious classes,
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Figure 2.1: Multiple Infection Model

infected with stain A, (IA ), infected with strain B, (IB ), infected with strain A twice
or strain B twice, IAA and IBB ,1 infected with strain A and then strain B, (IAB ), and
infected with strain B and then strain A, (IBA ). This logic can easily be extended
to allow for coinfection of more than two strains.
Susceptibles enter the system at a constant rate Θ. From there they either die
at a rate Sµ or become infected at a rate hA S or hB S, where hA and hB are the
force of infection of strain A and strain B respectively and are given by equation
2.2 and 2.3. Once entering a single infection class, IA or IB , the infected individual
can either die at rate µX IX or become additionally infected with either strain A or
1 The concept of being doubly infected with the same strain may not, at first, be biologically intuitive. However,
the author contends that it is in this construct where much of the predictive power of van Baalen and Sabelis’
model lies and where, for example, Adler and Mosquera’s model [12] falls short. If we are interested in coinfection
with different strains of the same pathogen we are implicitly assuming that the mode of action of the two strains
is fundamentally the same. In other words there is nothing “special” about a strain infecting an already infected
host. Therefore we must allow for the coinfection of a host regardless of the identity of the resident or infecting
strain. Although from a practical perspective we would never refer to someone as being doubly infected with strain
A, this could be determined in a controlled laboratory experiment. For example, by fluorescently tagging the second
inoculum.

6

B at a rate of σIX hB or σIX hA . We let σ represent the double infection efficiency.
It is the probability of infection per infectious contact with a susceptible versus
the probability of infection per infectious contact with an already singly infected
individual. If the probability of infection per infectious contact is the same for a
singly infected individual as it is for for a susceptible then σ = 1, if it is greater then
σ > 1 and if it is less then σ < 1. Once in a double infection class IX , the individual
will eventually exit the class through death at a rate of µX IX . This is described by
the following system of differential equations:

Ṡ = Θ − µS − hA S − hB S
I˙A = hA S − σhA IA − σhB IA − µA IA
I˙B = hB S − σhB IB − σhA IB − µB IB
(2.1)

I˙BB = σhB IB − µBB IBB
I˙AA = σhA IA − µAA IAA
I˙AB = σhB IA − µAB IAB
I˙BA = σhA IB − µBA IBA

and

(2.2)

hA = βA,A IA + βAA,A IAA + βAB,A IAB + βBA,A IBA

(2.3)

hB = βB,B IB + βBB,B IBB + βAB,B IAB + βBA,B IBA ,

where βX,Y is the transmission efficiency and has units of

1
.
time

Since we are interested in the emergence of resistant pathogens in a multiple
infection model under treatment pressure we now extend our model with the inclusion
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Figure 2.2: Multiple Infection Model with Treatment

of treated classes. Now any infected class can enter a treated class at a constant
per capita rate ν. Treated classes can, potentially, infect non-treated classes but we
assume that treatment results in reinfection immunity from both pathogens, meaning
that treated classes cannot become reinfected. Figure 2.2 depicts the flow through
infectious classes to treated classes. This results in the new system of differential
equations;
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Ṡ = Θ − µS − hA S − hB S
I˙A = hA S − σhA IA − σhB IA − µA IA − νIA
I˙B = hB S − σhB IB − σhA IB − µB IB − νIB
I˙BB = σhB IB − µBB IBB − νIBB
I˙AA = σhA IA − µAA IAA − νIAA
(2.4)

I˙AB = σIA hB − µAB IAB − νIAB
I˙BA = σIB hA − µBA IBA − νIBA
ṪA = νIA − µT A TA
ṪB = νIB − µT B TB
ṪBB = νIBB − µT BB TBB
ṪAA = νIAA − µT AA TAA
ṪAB = νIAB − µT AB TAB
ṪBA = νIBA − µT BA TBA ,

where we have used the same notational conventions as before, and TX denotes the
number in a treated class X, µT X is the per capita mortality of treated class X and
the forces of infection are now

(2.5)

hA = βA,A IA + βAA,A IAA + IAB βAB,A + IBA βBA,A + TA βTA,A
+ TAA βTAA,A + TAB βTAB,A + TBA βTBA,A

(2.6)

hB = βB,B IB + βBB,B IBB + IAB βAB,B + IBA βBA,B + TB βTB,B
+ TBB βTBB,B + TAB βTAB,B + TBA βTBA,B
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where βTX,Y is the transmission efficiency of treated class X of pathogen Y.
2.2

Invasion Analysis and Derivation of R0

Given this multiple infection framework we want to analyze the conditions under
which a resistant pathogen will invade a population sensitive to treatment. We will
assume that the sensitive strain is at an epidemiological equilibrium prior to the
appearance of the mutant, resistant, strain. First we will begin by laying out the
general framework for deriving our invasion condition in terms of the equiblibrium
of the sensitive strain, under the assumption that this equilibrium is stable in the
absence of the mutant, resistant, strain. After we have established this general
invasion condition we then layout a specific set of assumptions, II.5 and II.6, below
that will allow us to solve for the endemic B equilibrium and the conditions for its
local stability.
Let us begin by assuming that strain A is a drug resistant strain and strain B
is a drug sensitive strain. Since we are interested in the invasion of strain A, the
resistant pathogen, we begin by assuming that there is no strain A in the population,
and therefore all quantities involving A in system 2.4 are set to zero.

Ṡ = Θ − µS − hB S
I˙B = hB S − σhB IB − µB IB − νIB
(2.7)

I˙BB = σhB IB − µBB IBB − νIBB
ṪB = νIB − µT B TB
ṪBB = νIBB − µT BB TBB

Assuming that the system is at the endemic equilibrium we introduce a small
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amount of strain A infectious material into our system and ask whether or not it will
invade the population. This is mathematically equivalent to asking if the endemic
B equilibrium of our augmented system 2.4 is stable. In order to evaluate the local
stability of this augmented system of ordinary differential equations we calculate the
Jacobian of our system at this equilibrium and evaluate the dominant eigenvalue. Let
us denote the dominate eigenvalue in the coinfection case by rC and the dominant
eigenvalue in the single infection case, σ = 0, by rS . Note, that the dominant
eigenvalue is also sometimes referred to as the intrinsic growth rate. If the dominant
eigenvalue, rC , is < 0 then the endemic equilibrium is locally stable. If rC > 0 then
the endemic equilibrium is unstable.
To proceed with the analysis we introduce the following definitions:
Definition II.1. s (G)
We define s (G) as the spectral abscissa, (maximum real part of the eigenvalues), of
a square matrix G.
Definition II.2. ρ (G)
We define ρ (G) as the spectral radius, (maximum modulus of the eigenvalues), of a
square matrix G.
Definition II.3. Non-singular M-matrix
There are many equivalent definitions of M-matrices. In [3] Berman and Plemmons
give 50 equivalent conditions of the statement “G is a non-singular M-matrix”. We
offer the following: If a matrix G = [gij ] has the Z sign pattern, gij ≤ 0 for all i 6= j,
and if s (G) > 0 then G is a non-singular M-matrix.
The Jacobian of equations 2.4, evaluated at the endemic B equilibrium, can be
written in the following block triangular form:
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 JB J1 


0 JA .

(2.8)

where JB is the Jacobian of our strain B system only and JA is the Jacobian of
system 2.4 without the strain B system. Since this matrix is block triangular its
eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the two diagonal sub-matrices. Furthermore since
we have assumed that the endemic equilibrium is stable, s (JB ) < 0. Therefore the
sign of s (JA ), will completely determine the stability of our system. If s (JA ) > 0
then the endemic equilibrium is not stable and we say that the A strain will be able
to invade. If s (JA ) < 0 then the endemic B equilibrium is locally stable, and the
A strain will not be able to invade, at least when rare. Unfortunately, obtaining an
expression for s (JA ) requires us to solve for the roots of an 8th order polynomial,
because we have equations describing the change in IA , IAA , IAB , IBA , TA , TAA , TAB ,
TBA . However by the Abel-Ruffini theorem we know that for polynomials of degree 5
or higher there is no general algebraic solution [19]. Luckily the condition of whether
s (JA ) < 0 or s (JA ) > 0 is equivalent to looking at another, often easier to evaluate
condition. This condition is given by the following theorem:
Theorem II.4. Next Generation Theorem [15][10]. Let JA = F − V where V is an
M-matrix and F >= 0 then

s (JA ) < 0 <=> ρ F V −1 < 1

s (JA ) > 0 <=> ρ F V −1 > 1

s (JA ) = 0 <=> ρ F V −1 = 1
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It happens that we can partition the matrix JA into JA = F −V where F and V meet
the conditions of Theorem II.4 and therefore our stability condition is equivalent to
ρ (F V −1 ) < 1. It further follows that if we choose F and V such that F represents
the inflow of new A infections and V represents the transitions through classes, that
F V −1 can be interpreted as the next-generation matrix. In particular, element ij
of F V −1 can be interpreted as the expected number of i offspring produced by an
individual in class j over its entire lifespan (i.e. per generation). ρ (F V −1 ) then has
the interpretation of the expected number of secondary propagules produced by a
single propagule [20]. Solving for ρ (F V −1 ) we obtain:

(2.9)
 σ IˆB βBA,A
ŜβA
Ŝσ ĥB βAB,A


ρ F V −1 =
+
+
ν + µBA
ν + σhB + µA (ν + µ ) ν + σ ĥ + µ
AB
B
A
+

ŜνβTA,A


µTA ν + σ ĥB + µA

+

Ŝνσ ĥB βTAB,A
νσ IˆB βTBA,A
+

(ν + µBA ) µTBA
(ν + µAB ) µTAB ν + σ ĥB + µA

where Ŝ, IˆB and ĥB are the values of S, IB and hB respectively, at the endemic
equilibrium. We present a detailed derivation of 2.9 in appendix A. This quantity is
what is commonly referred to in epidemiology as R0 . Since specifically this particular
R0 is the R0 obtained when coinfection occurs we will refer to it as RC and the R0
value when only single infections are permitted we will refer to as RS . We note
that due to its biological interpretation RC can also be derived in a more heuristic
manner. Van Baalen and Sabelis present such a heuristic derivation of R0 , when
there is coinfection, for a untreated population [20]. To elucidate the various terms
in RC we will now present a similar heuristic derivation as in [20].
Typically, R0 is defined as the expected number of secondary infections produced
in a completely susceptible population by a typical infected individual [6].
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In our case, however, there is more than one kind of infected individual and therefore
it is not clear what a “typical” infection would be. One way to get around this is to
shift the perspective to that of a propagule newly released into the population, and
to ask how many new propagules it is expected to produce. Clearly if an A propagule
is expected to produce more than one A propagule on average then the A strain will
be expected to invade, (i.e. R0 > 1), and if it produces less than one propagule it
will not be expected to invade, (i.e. R0 < 1).
Motivated by the propagule based model found in [4] let us define βX,Y , the
1
transmission efficiency with units of ( time
) in the following manner:

(2.10)

βX,Y =

bκX,Y
u

where b is defined such that Ŝb is the rate at which a propagule encounters and
infects susceptibles (S), κX,Y is the rate at which an infected host IX produces new
Y propagules and

1
u

is the expected lifetime of a propagule.

Now recall our model assumes that a host can become coinfected at a rate that
differs from the rate at which it becomes singly infected, where σ is the “correction”
factor. In other words IˆB σb is the rate at which a propagule encounters and infects
singly infected classes.
Now, when an A propagule is released into the population it can either infect a
host that is singly infected with B, (IB ), or it can infect a susceptible,(S). Therefore
we can write R0 as:

(2.11)

R0 = BS Ŝ + BC IˆB

where we will call BS and BC the per-host transmission factor and they represent the
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total number of propagules produced per IB host or S type host. BC is therefore the
probability that a propagule infects an IB host multiplied by the expected number of
propagules produced by such an infection, where this incorporates both the number of
propagules produced by an IBA infection and the number of propagules produced by
those IBA infections that enter treated classes. The expected number of propagules
produced in an IBA class, is the rate of A propagule production κBA,A multiplied by
the expected lifetime of a IBA infection ( µBA1 +ν ). The probability of transitioning to
a treated class is

ν
,
µBA +ν

and the number of propagules produced while in that class

is κT BA,A multiplied by the expected lifetime of a IT BA class

BC

1
.
µT BA

Therefore:



b
κBA,A
ν
κT BA,A
= σ
+
u µBA + ν (µBA + ν) µT BA
σβBA,A
νσβTBA,A
=
+
ν + µBA (ν + µBA ) µTBA

We can derive BS in precisely the same manner, we just have to keep in mind
that in addition to becoming treated, an IA class can also become infected by B.
Recall that the rate of becoming doubly infected, per singly infected class, is σhB .
Therefore the expected amount of time spent in an IA class is
probability of transitioning to an AB class from an A class is

1
,
ν+σ ĥb +µA

σ ĥB
,
ν+σ ĥB +µA

and the

and hence

the probability of transitioning to an IA class to an IAB class to a TAB class is



σ ĥB
ν
. In a similar fashion we can then write our expression for BS .
ν+µAB
ν+σ ĥ +µ
B

A

(2.12) BS =

+

βA
ν + σ ĥB + µA

+

σ ĥB βAB,A
νβTA,A

+


(ν + µAB ) ν + σ ĥB + µA
µTA ν + σ ĥB + µA

νσ ĥB βTAB,A


(ν + µAB ) µTAB ν + σ ĥB + µA

Combining expressions, we obtain our expression for RC ,
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(2.13)
RC =

+

σ IˆB βBA,A
ŜβA
Ŝσ ĥB βAB,A
ŜνβTA,A

+


+
+
ν + µBA
ν + σhB + µA (ν + µ ) ν + σ ĥ + µ
µ
ν
+
σ
ĥ
+
µ
AB
B
A
TA
B
A
Ŝνσ ĥB βTAB,A
νσ IˆB βTBA,A

+
(ν + µBA ) µTBA
(ν + µAB ) µTAB ν + σ ĥB + µA

We note, that although we think about things in terms of propagule production
to derive R0 heuristically, it is not required for our biological model. Indeed, any
biologically relevant explanation of the transmission efficiencies in 2.4 will result
in precisely the same R0 , as we have shown in Appendix A by applying the Next
Generation Theorem. Indeed, thinking of things at the level of the propagule is a
prop, that allows a heuristic biologically intuitive derivation of R0 .
Now that we have derived an expression for our invasion condition, our problem
of stability has been reduced to analysing R0 , where Ŝ, IˆB ĥB denote the values of
S, IB and hB at the endemic equilibrium. If R0 > 1 then the resistant strain, strain
A, will be able to invade the endemic B equilibrium and if R0 < 1 then the resistant
strain will not be able to invade.
Recall, that in order to obtain the threshold condition for strain A invasion (equation 2.13), we had to assume that an endemic equilibrium existed and that it was
stable. We note that we cannot come up with a general algebraic expression the
endemic equilibrium of system 2.7. In order to solve for the endemic equilibrium
we make the following simplifying, yet still biologically relevant, assumption: a class
that is singly infected has the same transmission efficiency and mortality rate as a
class that is coinfected (infected twice) with the same strain 2 . This leads to the
following set of assumptions:
2 Biologically this could be explained by a strain specific immune response. Upon single infection, a strain specific
immune response is initiated and therefore a second inoculum, of the same strain is not able to establish itself.
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Assumption II.5. A class that is singly infected has the same transmission efficiency and mortality rate as a class that is coinfected with the same strain
βBB,B

= βB,B := βB

βTBB,B

= βT B,B := βT B

βTAA,A

= βT A,A := βT A

βAA,A

= βA,A := βA

µTAA := µT A
µAA := µA
µTBB := µT B
µBB := µB ,

where we have simplified the notation even further by allowing βB to denote βB,B
and βA to denote βA,A . Applying II.5 we can now solve for the endemic equilibrium

(ν + µB ) µTB
νβTB + βB µTB
(ν + µB ) µTB ∗ (hB )
=
(νβTB + βB µTB ) (σhB + (ν + µB ))


νβTB
βB
= Θ
+
− µ.
(ν + µB ) (µTB ) (ν + µB )

Ŝ =
(2.14)

IˆB
ĥB

Equilibrium 2.14 is locally stable when ĥB > 0 (appendix A).
Substituting 2.14 into 2.13 we obtain the following expression for RC .

(2.15)

RC = ΓA

σhB ΓAB
σhB ΓBA
(ν + µA )
+
+
(ν + σhB + µA ) (ν + σhB + µA ) (ν + σhB + µB )
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where we have made use of the following notational convention:

(2.16)

ΓX =

(βX,A µTX + νβTX,A ) (νβTB,B + βB,B µTB )
/
(ν + µX ) µTX
(ν + µB ) µTB

Notice that if the efficiency of double infections is zero (ie σ = 0) then RC reduces
to
RC = ΓA
which is precisely the R0 of an invading strain when only single infections are permitted, RS , (Appendix B).
To simplify the subsequent analysis further we will also assume that order of
infection does not affect the transmission efficiency or mortality rate.3 This leads to
the additional set of assumptions:
Assumption

II.6. Order of infection does not effect transmission efficiency or

mortality rate
βAB,A = βBA,A
µAB = µBA

Making use of assumption II.6, RC can now be expressed as

(2.17) RC = ΓA

3 See

ΓAB
+
ΓA
ν + σ ĥB + µA
ν + µA

σ ĥB
ν + σ ĥB + µA

!
1+

ν + σ ĥB + µA

!!

ν + σ ĥB + µB

[1] for an analysis on virulence evolution in multiple infections where this assumption has been relaxed.

CHAPTER III

The Effect of Coinfection

In this chapter we wish to establish how coinfection will affect the invasion of
a resistant pathogen. To begin, with the goal of linking the within-host biology
to the between-host epidemiological parameters, we will establish a general withinhost model. Then assuming that resistance comes at some cost, we will consider
5 broad categories of resistance cost and establish whether coinfection increases or
decreases the R0 value under these costs of resistance. Additionaly, we will estimate
the intrinsic rate of growth, rC , when the coinfection efficiency σ is assumed to be
small. We will then establish whether coinfection increases or decreases the intrinsic
growth rate, when sigma is assumed to be small, for the 5 cost of resistance cases.
3.1

Linking Dynamics and the Within-Host Model

Recall that we have shown that the invasion condition for a resistant A strain
under coinfection is simply RC > 1. We are now interested in determining under
what biological conditions coinfection will increase or decrease the R0 value of an
invading resistant mutant. In order to determine this we must come up with some
way of linking what is happening biologically within individual hosts (pathogens
occupying hosts, producing propagules, doing harm to their hosts, being subjected
to treatment and sometimes competing with other pathogens) to what is happening
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in terms of disease spread within the population. This involves linking these within
host processes to quantities like βX,Y , βT X,Y , µX,Y ect.
One approach to linking the behaviour of these parameters to the within-host
biology would be to construct an explicit time-dependent within-host model that
describes the pathogen density, and in turn links the within-host dynamics to the
between host epidemiological parameters. This type of model would require us to
be very explicit regarding the particular within-host interactions, and since it is
time-dependent it would also require us to track the infection age structure. To
make such a complex model tractable we would have to make many simplifying
assumptions regarding the time scale and equilibrium dynamics. In a sense, we will
have accomplished all that could be accomplished with a more general cruder model
but in a very roundabout and labour intensive manner 1 .
With this in mind, we will begin by laying out a very general framework, for
linking the interactions on a within-host level to those interactions on a between-host
level. In particular, we will construct a general model, that allows us to establish
relationships between the single infection epidemiological parameters (βA , βB , µA ,
µB , βT A , βT B , µT A , µT B ) and the coinfection parameters (βAB,A , βT AB,A , µAB , µT AB ).
Let us assume that the host contains a fixed number of sites, N. If a host is
infected, individual pathogens will occupy these sites. We will assume that only one
pathogen can occupy one site at a time. Now, in the absence of a different strain, a
pathogen’s ability to occupy sites will depend on its ability to grow. If it is “good”
at growing it will be able to occupy all the sites and if it is a “poor” grower it will
only occupy some fraction of the sites. Now if two different strains of pathogens are
occupying a host,(eg. strain A and strain B), we must determine the fraction of the
1 see

[11] for an interesting review on nested within-host models
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Example 1

A

A

B

B

A

A

B

B

Example 2

A

A

B

B

A

A

A

B

Figure 3.1: Within-host competition model. Host 1,top, A and B are equal competitors therefore
they occupy an equal number of cells within a host. Host 2, bottom, A is a better,
within-host, competitor than B, therefore A occupies more cells than B.

total number of sites each is able to occupy. We will assume that under coinfection,
all N cells are occupied by a pathogen. We will also assume that if strain A and
strain B are equal within-host competitors then they will each get an equal number
of sites, N/2. If A is a better, within-host, competitor than B then A will be able to
occupy C > N/2 of the sites and then of course strain B will occupy N − C < N/2
of the sites , and vice versa (Figure 3.1). We note that this process is assumed to
be entirely independent of which strain infected the host first, and the two strains
are assumed to equilibriate to their new respective densities instantaneously upon
coinfection.
Now recall that we are interested in the emergence of strain A, where strain A is
assumed to be resistant and strain B is assumed to be sensitive. We will assume that
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drug treatment is “curative”, meaning that the drug sensitive B strain is entirely
wiped out upon entering a treated class and that the A strain is entirely resistant
meaning that its growth is unhindered when entering a treated class. Specifically
in the single infection case, we assume that if a host is infected with strain B only,
upon entering a treated class the pathogen will be cleared from the host. In the
single infection case, if a host is infected with strain A only, we assume that the
number of sites it occupies remains constant upon entering a treated class.
In coinfection, the situation is slightly more complicated, since if strain B is wiped
out due to treatment, the A strain will no longer have to compete with the B strain
in the treated class. Therefore we will assume that the within-host dynamics are
sufficiently fast enough so that upon entering the treated class the host behaves as if
it never contained any strain B, (A is able to occupy as many sites as if it had never
been coinfected). This means that, from a between host perspective, treatment and
host recovery are instantaneous.
Now that we have established a general within host model, we would like to
establish a link between what is happening on the within host level, and the betweenhost epidemiological parameters, (βX,Y and µX ). In order to do this, we will make
the general assumption that transmission efficiency 2 . and mortality are increasing
functions of pathogen density. Let us denote the pathogen density of strain A and
strain B respectively as, ρA and ρB then:
2 This is what we would expect if we assumed that transmission efficiency was linked to the ability of a pathogen
to consume resources.
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βA = qA F [ρA ]
βB = qB F [ρB ]
(3.1)

µA = sA G[ρA ]
µB = sB G[ρB ]

where F and G are increasing functions of pathogen density, and we assume that
F (0) = 0 and G (0) = µ and qA , qB , sA and sB are scaling constants independent of
pathogen density. For example, recall our expression for transmission efficiency that
explicitly incorporates the propagule pathway:

(3.2)

βX,Y =

b
κX,Y .
u

Here, for example, the expected lifetime of a propagule

1
u

could be dependent on the

type of propagule (A, or B), but will be independent of the pathogen density.
For the coinfection classes we assume that all N-sites are occupied, and that the
transmission efficiency and the contribution of each strain to the mortality rate will
depend on the total number of sites occcupied 3 .

βAB,A = qA φF [N ]
βAB,B = qB (1 − φ) F [N ]
µAB = φsA G[N ] + sB (1 − φ)G[N ],
where 0 < φ < 1, which we will refer to as the “competition” parameter. When
φ = 1/2 strain A and B are equal competitors. When φ > 1/2 A is considered
3 Note,

that we do not assume these type of dynamics when the second inoculum consists of the same strain.
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a better within-host competitor than strain B and when φ < 1/2 B is a better
within-host competitor than strain A.
Therefore specifically for treated classes we will have the following relationships
for the epidemiological parameters:

βT B = 0
βT A = βA
βTAB,A = βA
βTAB,B = 0
µT A = µA
µT B = µ
µTAB = µA
3.2

Cost of Resistance

Now, typically it is assumed that resistance comes at some fitness cost to the
pathogen. There are many possible pathways in which a pathogen can experience a
fitness cost. We will examine the following 5 broad categories of resistance costs.
1. No Cost of Resistance
2. Reduced Transmission
3. Reduced Competition
4. Increased Mortality
5. Reduced Growth
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For the no cost of resistance scenario we assume that strain A and strain B are
identical, specifically that φ = 12 , sA = sB and that qA = qB , except that strain A is
resistant to drug treatment as given by the equations in 3.3. We assume that since
strain A and strain B experience no cost of resistance that they are both able to
maximally occupy a host when singly infecting a host. Mathematically this can be
expressed as:

βA,A = βB,B
1
βB,B
2
1
=
βA,A
2

βAB,B =
(3.3)

βAB,A

µA = µB
µAB =

µA + µB
= µA
2

For the reduced transmission cost we assume that the transmission parameter
of strain A is less than the transmission parameter of strain B. The competition
parameter remains unaffected as well as the mortality effects. This is analogous to
the assumption that strain B is able to compete as well as strain A, within the host,
but is unable to transmit as well between hosts. In other words in a single infection
case, both strain A and strain B occupy all N sites of a host, but we assume that
qA < qB , but sA = sB . In terms of the epidemiological parameters this can be
expressed as:
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βA,A < βB,B
βAB,B = 1/2βB,B
(3.4)

βAB,A = 1/2βA,A
µA = µB
µAB =

µA + µB
= µA
2

For the reduced competition cost we assume that strain A cannot compete as
well as strain B within the host, but otherwise there is no cost of resistance. In
other words, when there is no coinfection strain A behaves identically to strain B.
Therefore, both strain A and B are able to occupy all N sites when singly occupying
a host and qA = qB and sA = sB , however φ < 21 . In terms of the epidemiological
parameters this can be expressed as:

βA,A = βB,B
βAB,B = (1 − φ) βB,B
(3.5)

βAB,A = φβA,A
µA = µB
µAB = φµA + (1 − φ)µB = µA

where φ < 1/2.
For the increased mortality cost we assume that, in the single infection case both
strains are able to occupy all N sites of the host. We also assume that within-host
competition is unaffected, φ = 21 , as well as the transmission parameters, qA = qB ,
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but that strain A contributes to within-host mortality more than strain B, sA > sB .
In terms of the epidemiological parameters this can be expressed as:

βA,A = βB,B
βAB,B = 1/2βB,B
(3.6)

βAB,A = 1/2βA,A
µA > µ B
µAB =

µA + µB
2

In the reduced growth scenario,we assume that strain A does not grow as well as
strain B within the host. This means that in the single infection case the B strain
is assumed to occupy all of the N sites, but the A strain is assumed to occupy less
than N sites. However we assume that qB = qA , and sA = sB . In the coinfection
case, we assume that this reduced growth rate translates to a reduced competitive
ability φ < 12 . In terms of the epidemiological parameters this can be expressed as:

βA,A < βB,B
βAB,B = (1 − φ) βB,B
(3.7)

βAB,A = φβB,B
µA < µ B
µAB = φµB + (1 − φ)µB = µB

We summarize these cases in table 3.1.

βA,A < βB,B
βA,A = βB,B
βA,A < βB,B
βA,A = βB,B

Poor Competitor (PC)

Reduced Growth (RG)

Increased Mortality (IM)

βAB,A = 12 βA,A
βAB,A = φβA,A , φ <
βAB,A = φβB,B , φ <
βAB,A = 12 βA,A

βAB,B = 21 βB,B
βAB,B = (1 − φ) βB,B
βAB,B = (1 − φ) βB,B
βAB,B = 12 βB,B

Table 3.1: Cost of Resistance Parameter Assumptions
Conditions
βA,A = βB,B
βAB,B = 12 βB,B
βAB,A = 12 βA,A

Reduced Transmission (RT)

Cost of Resistance
No Cost (NC)

µA < µB

1
2

µA > µB

µA = µB

1
2

µA = µB

µA = µB

µAB =

µA +µB
2

µAB = µB

µAB = µB

µAB = µB

µAB = µB
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3.3

The Effect of Coinfection on R0

Now recall that previously we have obtained a threshold condition for the invasion of a resistant pathogen A. We are interested in looking at how the presence of
coinfection effects the emergence of resistance. Worded another way, we ask “how
is the R0 of a resistant strain affected by coinfection?. To elucidate how coinfection
effects the R0 value we rewrite equation 2.17 in the following form:

(3.8)

RC = RS (w + (1 − w)g) ,

where:

(3.9)

w=

(ν + µA )
ν + µA + σ ĥB



and

(3.10)

g = fk

where

(3.11)

f = (ΓAB /ΓA )

and


(3.12)



ν + σ ĥB + µA 
 .
k = 1 + 
ν + σ ĥB + µB
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From equation 3.8 we can see that to determine if allowing for coinfection, as opposed
to single infections only, increases or decreases the value of R0 , it suffices to look at
the behaviour of




ν + σ ĥB + µA 

g = f k = (ΓAB /ΓA ) 1 + 
ν + σ ĥB + µB
compared to 1. If g > 1 then coinfection increases the R0 value of a resistant strain, if
g < 1 then coinfection decreases the R0 of a resistant strain if g = 1 then coinfection
has no effect on the resistant strain.
In order to gain a more intuitive understanding of why the effect of coinfection
on R0 should depend only on the magnitude of g relative to 1 we offer a biological
explanation of the terms contained in g.
Let us begin by examining the quantity f = (ΓAB /ΓA ). Note that we can rearrange
f into the following form:

βAB,A
νβTAB,A
+ (ν+µAB
(ν+µAB )
)(µTAB )
νβTA,A
βA,A µTA
+ (ν+µA )(µTA )
(ν+µA )

(3.13)

We notice that the denominator is the transmission factor, the number of expected propagules produced per host, in a single infection case and the numerator
is the transmission factor for a coinfected case. Writing expression 3.13 in terms of
propagules we get:

(3.14)
Since we can factor out

b
u

b
u



κAB,A
(ν+µAB )

b
u



κA µTA
(ν+µA )

+
+

νκTAB,A
(ν+µAB )(µTAB )
κβTA
(ν+µA )(µTA )





we see that we can identify f as the total number of

A propagules produced by coinfected class versus the total number of A propagules
produced by an A strain in the single infection case.
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Now let us examine expression 3.12. If we do not substitute the expressions for
the endemic equilibrium, we can rewrite k in the following form:

(3.15)

k =1+

IˆB σ ν + σ ĥB + µa
Ŝ

σ ĥB

For illustration sake let us assume that f =

1
;
2

in other words, an AB class will

produce half as many new A infections as an A class, in the single infection case.
Now for coinfection to increase the R0 value, we must have that g > 1 therefore
k > 2. Alternatively:

σ IˆB >

(3.16)
Multiplying both sides by

(3.17)

b
u

Ŝσ ĥB
ν + σ ĥB + µA

.

we have

b ˆ
b
Ŝσ ĥB
.
σ IB >
u
u ν + σ ĥB + µA

In this form it is clear that we can interpret the left-hand side as the expected number
of IBA infections, E[IBA ], produced by an invading A propagule and the right-hand
side can be interpreted as the expected number of IAB infections, E[IBA ], produced
by an invading A propagule. Therefore if f =

1
2

then for coinfection to increase the

R0 value of A there must be more IBA infections produced then IAB infections. k is
therefore a measure of the number of IBA infections produced relative to the number
of IAB infections.
Therefore we can view whether or not coinfection increases the R0 value as the
result of how much production an A strain gets out of a coinfection class, as well as
how many additional “susceptibles”, (ie. singly infected classes) it gets as a result of
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coinfection, the number of IBA ’s formed, relative to the number of new “susceptibles”
a B strain will get as a result of coinfection, the number of IAB ’s formed.
3.3.1

The Effect of Coinfection on R0 when Resistance Pays a Cost

Recall that we are interested in how treatment effects the emergence of a resistant
pathogen in a coinfection scenario versus a single infection scenario. We assume that
treatment is completely “curative”, (βT B = 0, µT B = µ, βT AB = βA , µT AB = µA ) and
that strain A pays some fitness cost associated with its resistance. We will compare
the behaviour of R0 in a coinfection scenario, RC , versus R0 in a single infection
scenario, RS for the various cost of resistance cases outlined in section 3.2.
Let us begin by assuming the simplest scenario, that the A strain pays no cost
for its resistance. Recall the general form of f :

f=

βAB,A
νβTAB,A
+ (ν+µAB
(ν+µAB )
)(µTAB )
νβTA,A
βA,A µTA
+ (ν+µA )(µTA )
(ν+µA )

.

Now since we have assumed that the A strain is completely resistant, µT A = µA and
βT A = βA . We can rewrite the denominator to obtain

f=

βAB,A
(ν+µAB )

+

νβTAB,A
(ν+µAB )(µTAB )
βA
µA

.

It is clear that since treatment has no effect on strain A, the dominator is equivalent to
the transmission factor, (expected number of propagules produced per susceptible),
of an A strain when only single infections are permitted and there is no treatment.
We also note that

βA u
µ b

can be interpreted as the total number of A propagules

produced by an IA class in the single infection case. Recall from equation 3.14 that
we can get the

b
u

to cancel so that we can interpret the terms in terms of propagule

production. We also note that we can view the numerator of f as a contribution from
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two different classes. The quantity

βA u
ν+µAB b

is the number of propagules produced by a

coinfection class when there is no treatment, whereas

νβTAB,A
u
(ν+µAB )(µTAB ) b

is the additional

number of propagules produced by a coinfected class as a result of treatment. This
interpretation of the terms of f , will aid us in understanding the effect on f for
different costs of resistance.
Now applying assumptions 3.3, we obtain the following expression for f in the no
cost of resistance case:

f = (ΓAB /ΓA )
(βAB,A µTAB + νβTAB,A ) (ν + µA ) (µTA )
(ν + µAB ) (µTAB ) (βA µTA + νβTA )
(1/2µA + ν)
> 1/2.
=
(ν + µA )
=

Examining our expression for f we notice that if there was no treatment, (ν = 0), a
coinfected class, (AB or BA), is expected to produce half as many propagules as an
A class; i.e. f = 21 . However, since ν > 0, some fraction of AB and BA infections will
become treated. Recall that we have assumed that the B strain is entirely treatment
sensitive and that the A strain is entirely resistant, and is able to recover to single
infection densities when it no longer has to compete with strain B. Therefore, those
coinfected classes, AB or BA, that become treated effectively produce propagules as
if they were IA classes only. As a result since ν > 0, we have that f > 1/2. We also
note that f will increase as the amount of treatment increases.
Now examining k we have:

k =
= 2.

1+

ν + σ ĥB [ν] + µA
ν + σ ĥB [ν] + µB

!
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Figure 3.2: R0 vs. treatment rate, ν, for coinfection and single infection case when there is no
cost of resistance. Red Line: R0 for the coinfection case, Blue line: R0 for the single
infection case, Θ = 0.1, βB = 0.08, µB = 0.02, µA = 0.02, σ = 0.8. All units in day −1

In other words, we expect there to be as many IBA infections produced as IAB
infections. Hence, g > 1 and coinfection will increase the R0 value of the A strain
when there is treatment.
Figure 3.2 depicts RC and RS as a function of treatment rate, ν, for the no cost of
resistance case. We see that when there is no treatment (i.e. ν = 0) RC = RS = 1.
Since, we have assumed that there is no cost of resistance, when ν = 0, the two
strains are indistinguishable and therefore both RC and RS will be equal to one.
When ν > 0, RC > RS , because the A strain will be able to completely monopolize
those coinfected hosts which become treated.
In a similar fashion we can apply 3.3 and assumptions 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 for the
reduced transmission, reduced competition, increased mortality and reduced growth
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cases respectively. Table 3.2 summarizes the f and k values for the various cost of
resistance cases when there is treatment, (ν > 0). Figure 3.3 gives example plots of
RC and RS versus ν for the reduced transmission, reduced growth, poor competitor
and increased mortality cost of resistance cases.

NC

RS
(ν+µb )
(µb )

Table 3.2: Effect of Coinfection on R0 with treatment (ν > 0)
f
k
g, (ν > 0)

RC

(1/2µa+ν)
(ν+µa)

2

>1

RC > RS

(1/2µB +ν)
(ν+µB )

2

>1

RC > RS

g = 1 or < 1 or > 1

Indeterminate

g = 1 or > 1 or < 1

Indeterminate

g>1

RC > RS

RT

(βA )(ν+µB )
(βB )(µB )

RG

(βA )(ν+µB )
(βB )(µA )

PC

(ν+µB )
(µB )

(φµA +ν)
(µA +ν)

IM

(ν+µB )
(µA )

(1/2µA +ν)
(ν+1/2µA +1/2µB )



β

φ βB µA +ν



A



(ν+µB )

1+

ν+σ ĥB [ν]+µA
ν+σ ĥB [ν]+µB



2


1+

ν+σ ĥB [ν]+µA
ν+σ ĥB [ν]+µB



When the cost of resistance is reduced transmission f and k take on identical
forms as in the no cost of resistance case. This makes sense as we have only reduced
the transmission efficiency of the A strain, and f is a measure of the propagule
production relative to the single infection case. Therefore the qA s will cancel out.
Also, we would not expect the transmission efficiency of A to effect the number of
IBA infections relative to the number of IAB infections.
To illustrate this, recall our expressions for the expected number of IBA infections,
E[IBA ], and the expected number of IAB infections produced, E[IAB ],( equation 3.17).

E[IBA ] =

E[IAB ] =

b ˆ
σ IB
u

b
Ŝσ ĥB
u ν + σ ĥB + µA

Now, since the initial assumption is that A is rare, the strain A epidemiological
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Figure 3.3: R0 vs. treatment rate (ν) for coinfection and single infection case when resistance pays
a cost. Red lines: R0 for the Coinfection case, blue lines: R0 for the single infection case.
Top left: Cost of Resistance Reduced Transmission Θ = 0.1, βB = 0.08, βA = 0.06,
µB = 0.02, µA = 0.02, σ = 0.8, µ = 0.004 ,Top Right: Cost of Resistance Reduced
Growth Θ = 0.1, βB = 0.08, βA = 0.07, µB = 0.02, µA = 0.015, σ = 0.8, µ = 0.004,
φ = 1/3 Bottom Left: Cost of Resistance Poor Competitor Θ = 0.1, βB = 0.08,
βA = 0.08, µB = 0.02, µA = 0.02, σ = 0.8, µ = 0.004, φ = 1/3, Bottom Right:
Increased Mortality Θ = 0.1, βB = 0.08, βA = 0.08, µB = 0.02, µA = 0.03, σ = 0.8,
µ = 0.004, φ = 1/3. φ is unitless, the rest of the units are in day − 1
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parameters will not determine the equilibrium values of Ŝ, ĥB or IˆB . Therefore the
only place where a reduction in A transmission effficiency may effect E[IAB ] or E[IBA ]
is in the “b” or “µ” parameter, since βA :

(3.18)
However f is the ratio of

βA,A =
E[IBA ]
E[IAB ]

bκA,A
u

therefore

b
µ

will cancel out of f and we conclude

that a reduction in A transmission will not effect the value of f . We therefore
conclude that g > 1, when ν > 0 for the reduced transmission cost of resistance.
Therefore when there is treatment RC > RS . In other words coinfection will increase
the R0 value of the resistant strain.
Refering to figure 3.3 top left we see that we get a similar graph, as in the no cost of
resistance case. However when ν = 0, RC = RS < 1, since the reduced transmission
cost of resistance makes the R0 value without treatment less than unity. When
we begin to increase treatment (ν > 0), those coinfected individuals that become
treated will be taken over by the A strain and produce A propagules only, making
RC > RS . We note that there exists some treatment rate, ν∗, where RC > 1 but
RS < 1. Therefore coinfection will cause the resistant A strain to emerge at a lower
treatment rate than in the single infection only case.
For the the reduced growth cost of resistance case we have that:

f=

φ ββBA µA

+ν

(ν + µB )


.

If there is not treatment, f = φ ββAB µµBA = φ R1S , which will be greater than

1
2

when

RS > 1 since φ < 12 . However if RS < 1 then f can be larger or smaller than

1
2

because βA and µA are affected by the reduction of growth, it is not clear what value
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f will take. Similarly to the no cost case, those coinfections that become treated will
increase the value of f , since those treated classes will behave as if they contained
only A strains. We note that as ν becomes large, f → 1. In other words when the
treatment effect,(coinfected classes becoming treated and transmitting A propagules
only) dominates, f > 12 . For the reduced growth cost of resistance, we have that
k < 2. This is because we assume that, due to the reduced growth of the A strain
µA < µB . Therefore on average an IA class will exist longer than an IB class, meaning
that an IA class will have more opportunity to become coinfected then an IB class.
In other words more IAB infections will be produced relative to IBA infections. This
presents a disadvantage to the A strain as it will be exploited more by B strains
than it will be able to exploit IB infections. We also note that as ν becomes large
compared to σ ĥB and µA and µB , k → 2. In other words for high enough treatment
levels, the difference between mortality rates will become less significant because
single infections are much more likely to become treated than to become coinfected.
We therefore cannot determine the specific value of g relative to one. As a result,
coinfection can either increase or decrease the R0 value of strain A depending on the
particular parameters. However we do note that at ν gets large then g > 1, and
coinfection will increase the R0 value of strain A.
Figure 3.3 top right shows R0 as a function of ν in the single infection and coinfection case, for a specific choice of parameters. When ν = 0 RS > RC but as ν
increases the order switches at some specific value of treatment, ν∗, and RC > RS .
In this scenario, depending on the level of treatment ν, coinfection can increase or
decrease the R0 value of the resistant strain A. Notice in figure 3.3, top right, that
there is a region of treatment where the resistant strain will be able to invade if single
infections only are permitted but will not be able to invade in the coinfection case,
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(i.e. the region of the graph where RC < 1 and RS > 1).
For the poor competitor cost of resistance we have that

(3.19)

f=

(φµA + ν)
.
(µA + ν)

If there is no treatment f < 12 . This makes sense, as the assumption is that A is
a poor competitor compared to strain B in a coinfected class. Therefore we expect
that A will produce less than half of the propagules in a coinfected class as in a
single infection case. However, again as we increase treatment we have f increasing,
as now some fraction of coinfected individuals will become treated and A will be able
to completely monopolize those hosts. As ν gets large f → 1. Therefore when there
is treatment we cannot determine the value of f relative to

1
2

since it will depend on

the specific parameters. Since the poor competitor cost of resistance does not affect
the parameters in a single infection case we have that k = 2. We cannot determine
the magnitude of g relative to one, since it will depend on the individual parameters.
Therefore we conclude that coinfection can either decrease the R0 value or increase
the R0 value or have no effect on the R0 value of the A strain.
Figure 3.3 bottom left, plots RS and RC versus ν for a given choice of parameters.
We see that when ν = 0, RS < RC . We then have that as ν increases to ν∗ the order
switches and RC > RS . For this choice of parameters there is a region of the graph
where RC > 1 but RS < 1, meaning that the presence of coinfection will allow the
A strain to invade, but in the single infection case the A strain will not be able to
invade.
For the increased mortality scenario we have that
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f=

(1/2µA + ν)
.
(ν + 1/2µA + 1/2µB )

If there was no treatment f > 21 . Now under this assumption the rate of propagule
production of a coinfected class, will be exactly half of the rate of propagule production for a single infection case. However, the expected lifetime of an IA class in
the single infection case will be smaller than the expected lifetime of a coinfected
class since µA > µB , and in the coinfection case we assume that µAB is an average of the mortality rate of strain A , µA , and the mortality rate of strain B, µB .
Therefore the total expected production of A propagules will be greater than one
half of the expected production of propagules in the single infection case, since an
IAB class will live longer than an IA class, in the single infection case, and therefore
will produce more propagules. Now when ν > 0 we will still have that f > 21 , since
those coinfected classes that become treated will produce more than twice as many
A propagules as before, and as treatment increases f → 1. Now examining our
expression for k, we have that k > 2 since µA > µB . This is because an IB class
will live longer on average than an IA class and therefore will have more opportunity
to become coinfected. Therefore there will be more IBA classes produced than IAB
classes. When ν gets large k → 2 because IA and IB classes will become treated
before they have a chance to become coinfected. Therefore we conclude that g > 1
and that coinfection increases the R0 value of the A propagule.
Figure 3.3 bottom left plots RS and RC versus ν for the increased mortality case.
We see that RC always lies above RS . Refering to the graph, when ν = 0 both RS
and RC are less than unity. As we increase the treatment rate, ν, we see that there
is a region of the graph where RC is greater than one but RS is still less than one.
Therefore, when coinfection is present a resistant strain will be able to emerge at a
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lower treatment rate than in the single infection only case.
We have shown that the effect of coinfection depends on the cost of resistance,
the amount of treatment and in some cases the particular relationships between
parameters. For the no cost of resistance and reduced transmission cases coinfection
increases the R0 value of the A strain (RC > RS ), for ν > 0. For the reduced growth
scenario, the overall effect of coinfection depends on the particular parameter choices
and is therefore indeterminate. However, if the treatment rate becomes large enough
coinfection will increase the R0 value of the A strain. In the poor competitor scenario
RS < RC when there is no treatment, however as we increase treatment this effect can
be reversed. Again, however, if the treatment rate becomes large enough coinfection
will increase the R0 value of the A strain. For the increased mortality cost, when
there is no treatment, coinfection increases the R0 value of the A strain and this
effect is preserved as we increase treatment.
Figure 3.4 gives a pictorial representation of the effect of coinfection on the various costs of resistance when ν > 0. We have also demonstrated that there exist
parameter regions where coinfection results in the emergence of resistant pathogens,
where in such regions the A strain would not emerge if single infections only were
permitted. We have demonstrated the important factors which determine the effect
of coinfection for the emergence of resistant pathogens. We have demonstrated a
method for disentangling the various factors that determine the effect of coinfection,
in particular f and k, the production of a coinfected class and the resistant strain’s
ability to takeover singly infected resident strains relative to how often it will get
taken over. Certainly, we have not exhausted the various costs of resistances, or
the types of constraints we can put on particular parameters for various biologically
feasible scenarios. However we have introduced a general methodology that can be
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RC > RS

NC

IM

RT
RG

PC

RG

PC

RC = RS
RC < RS

Figure 3.4: How the R0 in a single infection case, RS , compares to the R0 in a coinfection case, RC
when there is treatment, (ν > 0). RC > RS In the no Cost of Resistance Case (NC),
Reduced Transmission Case (RT), and Increased Mortality case (IM). For a specific set
of parameters RC > RS or RS > RC or RC = RS The arrows depict the trend as we
increase treatment. Or in other words if ν is sufficiently large enough RC > RS for the
reduced growth and poor competitor cases.

easily expanded for more sophisticated biological scenarios. From a public health
perspective, we have clearly illustrated the relevant factors, when determining the
effect of coinfection on the emergence of resistant pathogens. We also note, that
this increased understanding of coinfection, would be particularly advantageous in
an experimental setting and could help motivate the design of experiments regarding
the effect of coinfection on pathogen resistance.
3.4

The Effect of Coinfection on the Intrinsic Growth Rate when Resistance Pays a Cost

Although R0 is a useful quantity to analyze if we are simply interested in whether
or not a resistant strain will invade, or if the quantity of interest is the number of
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new propagules produced by a single propagule it does not give us any information
regarding the time-scale of invasion. We also note, that in general, it is not true that:

R01 > R02 => r1 > r2 ,
where R01 and R02 are two distinct R0 values and r1 and r2 are their respective
dominant eigenvalues. Therefore, if we are interested in how the amount of resistance changes as a function of time it may be more useful to examine the dominant
eigenvalue of the Jacobian JA . This will allows us to obtain an estimate for the
fraction of resistance as a function of time. From a practical perspective this may be
a more useful quantity. For example, take the case of Malaria. In this case the WHO
recommends that a drug be discontinued from use when levels of resistance reach
10 percent [22]. So in the case that a resistant strain has invaded the population,
how much does coinfection effect the rate of spread of resistance? Would coinfection
cause a drug to reach threshold,(e.g. 10 % resistance) levels sooner, and therefore
effectively reduce the life expectancy of a particular drug? Certainly these are very
important and timely questions to be asking which could lead to coinfection becoming an entirely new target for disease control intervention strategies. Although we
cannot obtain an algebraic expression for the dominant eigenvalue, we can estimate
the dominant eigenvalue when sigma is small by using perturbation analysis.
Perturbation analysis can be used to approximate the solution of a characteristic
equation when we can assume that some parameter is small and when this parameter
is zero we are able to solve for the eigenvalue. One natural choice would be to
examine when the probability of coinfection is low, σ is near zero. This would be a
biologically relevant assumption, since for example the invasion of a pathogen can
initiate an immune response, that could be general to both strains, therefore reducing
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the probability of coinfection. Although, we make note that this is not necessarily
always the case, for example an initial infection could potentially facilitate additional
infection, σ > 1 [1].
We begin the analysis by solving for the dominant eigenvalue of system 2.4 at
the endemic equilibrium when σ = 0. Recall that the Jacobian of system 2.4 can be
written in the block triangular form, 2.8, and therefore the eigenvalues are just the
eigenvalues of the diagonal blocks. We have shown previously that JB is equivalent to
the B only system, and that it is stable, (the real parts of all eigenvalues are less than
zero), at the endemic equilibrium when ĥB > 0, (see Appendix A). If invasion of the
A strain occurs then the dominant eigenvalue will be a solution to the characteristic
equation of the the block matrix JA . Applying assumptions II.5 and II.6 we obtain
the following dominant eigenvalue for JA , (when σ = 0)
(3.20)
s (JA ) =

1
2

−ν + ŜβA − µA − µTA +

r

ν − ŜβA + µA + µTA



2

!


− 4 −ŜνβTA + νµTA − ŜβA µTA + µA µTA
.

Substituting in the treatment assumptions 3.3, and the particular case assumptions
from Table 3.1 into 3.20 we obtain the dominant eigenvalue for each case of resistance
cost when σ = 0. We denote this eigenvalue by rS . These are summarized in Table
3.3.
Table 3.3: Dominant Eigenvalue when σ = 0 (rS )
Eigenvalue σ = 0 (rS )
No Cost (NC)
ν
Reduced Transmission (RT)

νβA +βA µB −βB µB
βB

Reduced Growth(RG)

νβA −βB µA +βA µB
βB

Poor Competitor (PC)

ν

Increased Mortality (IM)

ν − µA + µB
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Now that we have the dominant eigenvalue when σ = 0, we wish to approximate
the dominant eigenvalue when σ is assumed to be small. Let us denote the characteristic equation of the matrix JA by f (λ) = 0. Where λ is the dominant eigenvalue of
the characteristic equation. We begin by assuming that we can write the eigenvalue
in powers of σ,

λ = λ0 + λ1 σ + λ2 σ 2 + λ3 σ 3 ...

(3.21)

We then substitute in our equation for λ into the characteristic equation to obtain
f λ0 + λ1 σ + λ2 σ 2 + λ3 σ 3 ..) = 0.
We then Taylor expand our characteristic equation in powers of σ, about the point
σ = 0 to obtain

f λ0 + λ1 σ + λ2 σ 2 + λ3 σ 3 ..) = f |σ=0 +

df
1 d2 f
|σ=0 σ +
|σ=0 σ 2 ... = 0.
dσ
2 dσ 2

Notice that if λ is exact then each term in our taylor expansion should equal zero;
therefore we can use these equations to solve for the constants λ0 , λ1 .. and obtain an
approximation for λ in powers of σ.
Since we are interested in the behaviour when sigma is small, we will only expand
to order 1: λ = λ0 + λ1 σ, we will call this new quantity r̂C . r̂C is an approximation
of the eigenvalue when coinfection is permitted; i.e., rC for small σ.

(3.22)

r̂c = rS + λ1 σ

We note that as long as σ is sufficiently small enough we have that
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(3.23)

r̂C (σ) > rS ⇒ rC (σ) > rS .

Therefore we can use r̂C to determine the effect of coinfection, for σ, relative to rS .
Preceding in the manner described above, for each set of parameter assumptions in
Table 3.1, we obtain the following approximations for the dominant eigenvalue of the
system of equations 2.4 when σ is assumed to be sufficiently small.

IM

PC

νβA −βB µA +βA µB
βB

RG

r=

r=

RT

NC

+−

−

2
2
βA (−ΘβB +µ(ν+µB ))(2ν 2 βB
+βA
(ν+µB )2 +βA βB (2ν 2 +νµB −µ2B ))
(σ)
2βB (ν+µB )(νβB +βA (ν+µB ))2

(4ν−µA +3µB )(2ν 2 +3νµB +µ2B )

(σ)

(σ)

(−ΘβA +µ(ν+µB ))(5ν 2 +2νµB −µ2B +µA (ν+µB ))

(ν+µB )(2ν+µB )2

(ν 2 (1+3φ)+ν(−1+5φ)µB +(−1+2φ)µ2B )(−ΘβB +µ(ν+µB ))

r = ν − µA + µB + −

r=ν−

βA (−ΘβB +µ(ν+µB ))(βA (ν+µB )(νφ+(−1+φ)µB )+βB (ν 2 (1+2φ)+ν(−1+3φ)µB +(−1+φ)µ2B +µA (ν+µB )))
(σ)
(ν+µB )(νβB +βA (ν+µB ))(βA (ν+µB )+βB (ν−µA +µB ))

νβA +βA µB −βB µB
βB

B )(−ΘβB +µ(ν+µB ))
(σ)
ν + − ν(5ν+3µ
2(ν+µB )(2ν+µB )2

Table 3.4: r̂C for the cost of resistance cases.
r̂C
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Refering to table 3.4 for the no cost of resistance case and using the fact that

ĥB = Θ

νβTB
βB
+
(ν + µB ) (µTB ) (ν + µB )


−µ=Θ

βB
−µ>0
(ν + µB )

it is trivial to show that λ1 , the constant multiplying σ, is always positive. Therefore
we have that, for σ sufficiently small, coinfection will increase the intrinsic rate of
growth of the resistant strain. For the reduced transmission case, we again can show
that λ1 > 0 since ĥB > 0. So again, for the reduced transmission case we have that
r̂c > rS . For the reduced growth case we have that −ΘβB + µ (ν + µB ) > 0 since
ĥB > 0 however the term

βA (ν + µB ) (νφ + (−1 + φ)µB ) +
βB ν 2 (1 + 2φ) + ν(−1 + 3φ)µB + (−1 + φ)µ2B + µA (ν + µB )



can be less than or greater than 0 depending on the parameter values. Therefore we
cannot determine the magnitude of rS relative to rC . For the poor competitor case,
again we have instances were rS < r̂c and r̂c > rS therefore λ1 can be greater than or
equal to zero. Therefore for σ sufficiently small coinfection can increase or decrease
the intrinsic rate of growth. For the increased mortality case we have that since
ĥB > 0, −ΘβA + µ (ν + µB ) < 0. Also,

(5ν 2 +2νµB −µ2B +µA (ν+µB ))
(4ν−µA +3µB )

> 0 since µA > µB .

Therefore for the increased mortality case we have that r̂c > rS . We summarize these
results in table 4.2
Notice that we get similar relative behaviour between rC and rS versus RC and RS ,
refer to figure 3.5. As a result we present the following conjecture:
Conjecture III.1. If strain A and strain B differ in only one parameter then for
σ > 0 RC > RS => rC > rS
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Rc > Rs
rc > rs
Rc < Rs
rc < rs

NC

IM

RT
RG

PC

RG

PC

Figure 3.5: Behaviour of R0 compared to the intrinsic growth rate for the coinfection and single
infection case. We obtain similar relative behaviour between rC and rS versus RC and
RS . Where NC is the no cost of resistance case, RG is the reduced growth case, RT is
the reduced transmission case, PC is the poor competitor case and IM is the increased
mortality case.
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Table 3.5: rC versus rS for various costs of resistance.
Sign of λ1
Effect of Coinfection for small σ
No Cost (NC)

> 0 since ĥB > 0

rC > rS

Reduced Transmission (RT)

> 0 since ĥB > 0

rC > rS

Reduced Growth(RG)

> 0 or < 0 depending on parameter values

rC > rS or rS > rC

Poor Competitor (PC)

> 0 or < 0 depending on parameter values

rC > rS or rS > rC

Increased Mortality (IM)

> 0 since µA > µB and ĥB > 0

rC > rS

Since rC is the rate of growth of A propagules, when we are near the endemic B
equilibrium, we can approximate the percentage of resistant propagules when σ is
small, (PRC), as a function of time with the following equation:

(3.24)

P RC =

hA [0] exp r̂C t
hA [0] exp r̂C t + ĥB

∗ 100,

where hA [0] is the force of infection of the A strain when t = 0; the initial number of
A propagules introduced into the population at time t = 0. When single infections
only are permitted σ = 0 and the percentage of resistance as a function of time,
(PRS) can be approximated with the following equation:

(3.25)

P RS =

hA [0] exp rS t
hA [0] exp rS t + ĥB

∗ 100

Since we are only interested in the regime near the endemic equilibrium we assume
that hB ≈ ĥB . We plot the percent resistance, in figure 3.6 and 3.7 versus time for the
various cost of resistance cases given in Table 3.1 for a particular set of parameters.
In this section we have shown a method of estimating the intrinsic rate of growth
when σ, the coinfection efficiency is small. For the increased mortality, reduced
transmission and no cost of resistance cases, coinfection increases the intrinsic rate
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Figure 3.6: Percent resistance as a function of time for no cost of resistance, and reduced transmis[0] exp rt
sion and reduced growth cost of resistance. h h[0]A exp
100 vs. t, red line estimate of
rct +ĥB
A
percent resistance using r = r̂C for σ = 0.01. Yellow line estimate of percent resistance
using r = r̂C , σ = 0.005. Blue line estimate of percent resistance for single infections
r = rS . Top left: No Cost of Resistance Θ = 20, µ = 0.1, βB = 0.8, βA = 0.8, µB = 0.2,
µA = 0.2, ν = 0.3, hA [0] = 0.01. Top Right: Cost of Resistance Reduced Transmission
Θ = 10, µ0 .1, βB = 0.4, βA = 0.3, µB = 0.2, µA = 0.2, ν = 0.3, hA [0] = 0.01. Bottom
31
Left: Cost of Resistance Reduced Growth r̂C > rS Θ = 20, µ0 .4, βB = 129
256 , βA = 64 ,
µB = 0.6, µA = 0.5, ν = 0.25, φ = 1/4, hA [0] = 0.01. Bottom Right: Cost of Resistance
129
, βA = 31
Reduced Growth rS > rC Θ = 20,µ = 0.4, βB = 256
64 , µB = 0.6, µA = 0.5,
1
ν = 0.4, φ = 1/4,ν = 2 ,hA [0] = 0.01
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Figure 3.7: Percent Resistance versus time for poor competitor and increased mortality cost of
[0] exp rt
resistance. h h[0]A exp
100 vs. t, red Line estimate of percent resistance using r = rC
rct +ĥB
A
for σ = 0.01. Yellow line estimate of percent resistance using r = rC , σ = 0.005. Blue
line estimate of percent resistance for single infections r = rS . Top left: Cost of
Resistance Poor Competitor,rC > rS , Θ = 40, µ = 0.1, βB = 0.4, βA = 0.4, µB = 0.5,
1
, hA [0] = 0.01. Top Right: Cost of Resistance Poor
µA = 0.5, ν = 0.5, ψ = 16
Competitor rS > rC Θ = 30, µ = 0.1, βB = 0.4, βA = 0.4, µB = 0.5, µA = 0.5, ν = 0.5,
9
, hA [0] = 0.01. Bottom Left: Cost of Resistance Increased Mortality Θ = 20,
φ = 32
µ = 0.1, βB = 0.4, βA = 0.4, µB = 0.2, µA = 0.3, ν = 0.3

t
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of growth, near the endemic equilibrium, when the coinfection efficiency is sufficiently
small and can either increase or decrease intrinsic rate of growth for the poor competitor and reduced growth cases. Recall, that this is the same result obtained for
rC vs. rS . It follows then that if the coinfection efficiency is sufficiently small and
if the cost of resistance is no cost, reduced transmission or increased mortality then
the presence of coinfection will cause the resistant strain to reach higher levels of
resistance faster than if there was only single infection. Intervention strategies that
reduce the amount of coinfection could then potentially reduce the speed at which
resistant strains grow, and therefore lengthen the practical lifetime of a drug.

CHAPTER IV

The Effect of Changing Treatment Rate

Now that we know how coinfection effects the R0 values and the intrinsic growth
rate, we are interested in determining how changing the treatment rate, ν, will
change R0 and the intrinsic growth rate, r, in the coinfection case relative to the
single infection case. In other words, will increasing the treatment rate increase
RC more or less than RS ? Likewise, will increasing treatment rate, ν, increase rc
more or less than rs ? This is a conspicious question for public health planners, as
intervention strategies such as increasing the rate of treatment could, potentially,
have a greater effect on the increase of drug resistance depending on the amount of
coinfection present. Alternatively, depending on the level of coinfection, it is possible
that a population will be more robust, (the increase in resistance is less than it would
be if there were single infections only), to increases in the treatment rate.
4.1

Effect of Change in Coverage Rate on R0

We will begin by examining the effect of a change in coverage rate on RC relative
to RS . Recall from section 1.3, that we have previously defined the quantities w,
and g such that we can express the RC value for an invading resistant mutant in the
following form:
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(4.1)

RC [ν] = RS [ν] (w[ν] + (1 − w[ν])g[ν])) ,

where we have now explicitly indicated the dependence on ν. Now let us define a
new quantity M [ν] as:

M [ν] = (w[ν] + (1 − w[ν])g[ν])
and rewrite our expression RC as:

RC [ν] = RS [ν]M [ν].
We note that M [ν] is the factor by which RC differs from RS .
Differentiating RC with respect to ν we obtain:

(4.2)

∂RC
∂Rs
∂w
∂g
=
M [ν] +
(1 − g[ν]) RS [ν] +
(1 − w[ν]) RS [ν]
∂ν
∂ν
∂ν
∂ν

We notice that since we can view RC as a function of w, RS and g, and since w, RS
and g are in turn functions of ν, we can apply the chain rule to obtain the following
alternative expressions for

(4.3)

∂RC
:
∂ν

∂RC
∂RS ∂RC
∂g ∂RC ∂w ∂RC
=
+
+
,
∂ν
∂ν ∂RS
∂ν ∂g
∂ν ∂w

where:

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

∂RC
∂RS
∂RC
∂g
∂RC
∂g

= M [ν]
= (1 − g[ν]) RS [ν]
= (1 − w[ν]) RS [ν]
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.
Examining, expression 4.3 we see that we can view the change in RC with respect
to ν as a combination of how a change in RS with respect to ν contributes to a
change in RC , how a change in g with respect to ν contributes to a change in RC
and how a change in w with respect to ν contributes to a change in RC .
Since we are interested in how the R0 value in a coinfection case changes compared
to the R0 value in a single infection case, we are in fact interested in the difference
of the derivatives,

(4.7)

∂RC
∂ν

and

∂RC
∂RS
−
∂ν
∂ν

∂RS
.
∂ν

∂RS ∂RC
∂RS
∂g ∂RC ∂w ∂RC
+
−
+
∂ν ∂RS
∂ν ∂g
∂ν ∂w
∂ν


∂RS ∂RC
∂g ∂RC ∂w ∂RC
=
−1 +
+
∂ν
∂RS
∂ν ∂g
∂ν ∂w
=

Let us label the terms of 4.8 T 1, T 2 and T 3 respectively; i.e.,



∂RS ∂RC
∂Rs
T1 =
−1 =
(M [ν] − 1)
∂ν
∂RS
∂ν
∂g
∂g ∂RC
=
(1 − w[ν]) RS [ν]
T2 =
∂ν ∂g
∂ν
∂w ∂RC
∂w
T3 =
=
(1 − g[ν]) RS [ν]
∂ν ∂w
∂ν
Examining expression 4.8 term by term we can gain a better understanding of how
RC changes with ν compared to how RS changes with ν.
Let us begin by examining T1. First we note that
expression:

(4.8)

∂RS
βA
=
.
∂ν
βB µA

∂RS
∂ν

is given by the following
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This quantity will always be positive. This is what we would expect, since in the
single infection case increasing treatment will increase the advantage of the A strain,
(less competition from the B strain), thus increasing its R0 value. Therefore, the
sign of T1 will be determined by M − 1. Recall that M gives how RC changes with
respect to a change in RS (from 4.4). If coinfection increases RC then g will be
greater than one. Now since g > 1 ↔ M > 1, T 1 will be positive. Alternatively if
coinfection decreases R0 then M > 1 and therefore T 1 < 1.
T2 gives how a change in g with respect ν, will contribute to

∂RC
.
∂ν

Recall, from

3.10, that

g = f k.
Differentiating g with respect to ν we therefore have that:


(µA −µB )(−ΘσβB +(ν+µB )2 ) (βAB,A µA +νβA )(ν+µA )(µA )
βA µAB −µA βAB,A
ν+σhB [ν]+µA
∂g
1
+
=
+ − (ΘσβB +(ν+µB )(ν−µσ+µB ))2 (ν+µAB )(µA )(βA µA +νβA )
∂ν
βA (ν+µAB )2
ν+σhB [ν]+µB

We note that the magnitude of g depends on the sign of

∂f
∂ν

and

∂k
.
∂ν

We have that

∂f
∂ν

will can be positive or negative depending on the particular parameter relationships.
Likewise

∂k
∂ν

can be negative, positive or zero depending on the particular parameter

choices. If µA = µB the fraction of IAB infections versus IBA infections will remain
constant and

∂k
∂ν

= 0. Otherwise the sign of

∂k
∂ν

will depend on the sign of µA − µB

as well as the sign of (−ΘσβB + (ν + µB ) 2 ). In general we have:

∂k
(µA − µB ) (−ΘσβB + (ν + µB ) 2 )
=−
.
∂ν
(ΘσβB + (ν + µB ) (ν − µσ + µB )) 2
Table 4.1 gives the expressions for

∂k
∂ν

and

∂f
,
∂ν

and the sign of

∂g
∂ν

for the various cost

of resistance cases.
Now

∂RC
∂g

> 0 will always be greater than zero, therefore if

∂g
∂ν

> 0 then T 2 > 0. This
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Table 4.1: Change in k, f and g with respect to ν for the various cost of resistance cases.
∂f
∂ν

∂k
∂ν

∂g
∂ν

NC

0

1
2 µB
(ν+µB )2

>0

>0

RT

0

1
2 µB
(ν+µB )2

>0

>0

RG

(µA −µB )(−ΘσβB +(ν+µB )2 )
− (ΘσβB +(ν+µB )(ν−µσ+µB ))2

βA µB −µA φβB
βA (ν+µB )2

Indeterminate

PC

0

A
− (−1+φ)µ
(ν+µA )2 > 0

>0

IM

(µA −µB )(−ΘσβB +(ν+µB )2 )
− (ΘσβB +(ν+µB )(ν−µσ+µB ))2

2µB
(2ν+µA +µB )2

>0

Indeterminate

makes sense, as we would expect that if the advantage of coinfection increases with
treatment

∂g
ν

> 0 then this will contribute to an increase in RC .

T3 gives how changing w with respect to ν effects

w=

∂RC
.
∂ν

Recall, from (3.9), that

ν + µA
ν + µA + ĥB [ν]

which is the fraction of single A infections, that do not become coinfected. Differentiating w, with respect to ν we obtain,

(4.9)

∂w
σ (−µ (ν + µB ) 2 + ΘβB (2ν + µA + µB ))
=
.
∂ν
(ΘσβB + (ν − µσ + µA ) (ν + µB )) 2

We notice that the denominator of 4.9 will always be positive and that the numerator
of 4.9 will be positive if the following inequality holds,

θβB
ν + µB
>µ
.
ν + µB
2ν + µA + µB

(4.10)
Since ĥB > 0 and

ν+µB
2ν+µA +µB

< 1, 4.10 will always hold and therefore

∂w
∂ν

> 0. This is

what we would expect, since as we increase the treatment rate, IA infections will be
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Figure 4.1: Change in R0 vs. treatment rate as a function of treatment rate for the no cost of
resistance case, and reduced transmission and reduced growth cost of resistance. Single
s
infection case (red line) and coinfection case (blue line). ∂R
∂ν is constant with ν, whereas
1
3
,µB = 16
,σ =
Ṙc varies with ν. Top: No Cost of Resistance Case Θ = 1, βB = 21 , µ = 16
9
1
1
1
.
Center:
Reduced
Transmission
Cost
of
Resistance
Θ
=
3,
β
=
,
β
=
,
µ
=
B
A
16
2
3
8,
1
1
µB = 4 , σ = 1 . Bottom: Reduced Growth Cost of Resistance Θ = 2, βB = 0.8,
βA = 0.7, µ = 81 , µB = 14 , µA = 15 , φ = 13 , σ = 0.1.

more likely to become treated before they have the opportunity to become coinfected.
The sign of T 2 will therefore be determined by the sign of

∂RC
∂w

= (1 − g[ν]) RS [ν].

If coinfection increases RC , (g > 1), T 2 will be < 0, since an increase in the fraction
of single infections, (w) will result in a reduction of the advantageous coinfection,
therefore reducing RC . If coinfection decreases the RC value, (g < 1), T 2 will be > 0
since an increase in the fraction of single infections will result in a reduction of the
disadvantageous coinfection therefore increasing RC . We plot parameter instances
of these cases in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2.
From figure 4.1 top left we see that for ν = 0,

∂R0
∂ν

>

∂RS
∂ν

but as ν increases
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Figure 4.2: Change in R0 vs. treatment rate as a function of treatment rate for the poor competitor
0
and increased mortality cost of resistance. ∂R
∂ν vs. ν for single infection case (red line)
∂Rs
and coinfection case (blue line), ∂ν is constant with ν, whereas Ṙc varies with ν. Top:
Poor Competitor Cost of Resistance Case Θ = 2, βB = 0.8, µ = 18 , µB = 14 , φ = 13 ,
σ = 0.1. Bottom: Increased Mortality Cost of Resistance Θ = 2, βB = 0.8, µ = 0.2,
µB = 0.3, µA = 0.4, σ = 0.1.
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there is a point of intersection, ν∗ where

∂R0
∂ν

=

∂RS
∂ν

and then

∂R0
∂ν

<

∂RS
.
∂ν

Therefore

depending on the parameter choices and the treatment rate, R0 in the coinfection
case can either increase more quickly or less quickly than in the single infection case.
In other words, coinfection can either diminish or enhance the effect of increasing
the treatment rate. We get prescisely the same result for the reduced transmission,
reduced growth, poor competitor case and increased mortality cases as well.
We also note that if we take the limit of RC as ν becomes large we get

(4.11)

∂RC
βA
.
=
ν→+∞ ∂ν
βB µA

(4.12)

∂RS
βA
=
.
ν→+∞ ∂ν
βB µA

lim

lim

Comparing 4.11 to the limit of

∂RS
∂ν

as the treatment rate, ν, becomes large, equation

4.12, we see that both have the same limiting behaviour. This is what we would
expect since as we increase treatment, the fraction of those single infections, IA , that
do not become infected approaches 1, and the derivative

∂w
∂ν

approaches zero. In ad-

dition the parameter who’s value compared to 1 determines the effect of coinfection,
g, approaches 2 and it’s derivative approaches zero.
Therefore we can conclude that depending on the particular choice of parameters
coinfection could, potentially make the emergence of resistance more robust to increases in treatment, i.e. RC will increase slower than RS . Conversely coinfection
could result in the emergence of resistance being more sensitive to increases in treatment, meaning that RC will change more than RS . We note that when treatment
becomes sufficiently large

∂RS
∂ν

≈

∂RC
,
∂ν

increasing treatment, at a similar rate.

and RC and RS will change, with respect to
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4.2

Effect of Change in Coverage Rate on the intrinsic growth rate (r)

Recall that we can expand the growth rate in powers of σ and therefore the
intrinsic growth rate can be written as,

r = m(ν) + n(ν) ∗ σ + O

(4.13)

where “O” represents the higher order terms. For cases where σ is sufficiently small
then whether the intrinsic growth rate increases or decreases with a change in ν can
simply be determined by looking at the derivative of the first term of r,
small enough this should be sufficient to determine the sign of

∂r
∂ν

∂m
.
∂ν

For σ

assumming that

each consecutive term in the power series is bounded with respect to differentiation
in ν. Table 4.2 gives derivatives of rS with respect to ν for the various costs of
resistance. As long as we choose σ sufficiently small enough we see that

∂r
∂ν

will

always be positive.
Table 4.2:

∂rS
∂ν

for different cost of resistance cases.
∂rS
∂ν

The derivative of

∂n
∂ν

No Cost (NC)

1

Reduced Transmission (RT)

βA
βB

Reduced Growth(RG)

βA
βB

Poor Competitor (PC)

1

Increased Mortality (IM)

1

with respect to ν for the various costs of resistance is very

long and not very elucidating, we therefore omit it here. However, figure 4.3 and
figure 4.4 plot parameter instances for

∂ r̂C
∂ν

versus ν, as well as

∂rS
∂ν

for particular

parameter instances. From figure 4.3 and figure 4.4, we see that similarily to the
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Figure 4.3: The change in the intrinsic rate of growth versus treatment rate as a function of treatment rate for the no cost of resistance case and reduced transmission and reduced growth
cost of resistance cases. Single infection case (red line) and coinfection case (blue line),
∂rS
∂ r̂c
∂ν is constant with ν, whereas ∂ν varies with ν. Top: No Cost of Resistance Case
Θ = 3, βB = 2, µ = 0.3, µB = 0.5, σ = 0.01. Center: Reduced Transmission Cost of
Resistance Θ = 3, βB = 2, βA = 1.5, µ = 0.3, µB = 0.4, σ = 0.01. Bottom: Reduced
Growth Cost of Resistance Θ = 3, βB = 2, βA = 1.5, µ = 0.3, µB = 0.4, µA = 0.35,
φ = 13 , σ = 0.01.

derivative of RC and RS ,

∂ r̂c
∂ν

can be greater than or equal to

∂rS
∂ν

depending on the

particular choice of parameters.
Therefore, similar to the

∂RC
∂ν

analysis we can conclude that depending on the

particular choice of parameters coinfection could, potentially make the growth of
resistance more robust to increases in treatment, i.e. rc will increase slower than
rS . Or coinfection could result in the growth of resistance being more sensitive to
increases in treatment, meaning that rC will change more than rS .
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Figure 4.4: The change in the intrinsic rate of growth versus treatment rate as a function of treat∂r
ment rate for the poor competitor and increased mortality cost of resistance cases. ∂ν
S
versus ν for single infection case (red line) and coinfection case (blue line), ∂r
∂ν is con∂ r̂c
stant with ν, whereas ∂ν varies with ν. Left: Poor Competitor Cost of Resistance Case
Θ = 3, βB = 2, µ = 0.3, µB = 0.4, φ = 13 , σ = 0.01. Right: Increased Mortality Cost
of Resistance Θ = 3, βB = 2, µ = 0.3, µB = 0.4, µA = 0.5, σ = 0.01.

CHAPTER V

Conclusion

In this thesis we have formulated a multiple infection model with treatment and
derived the conditions for invasion. We have shown that the invasion condition is
equivalent to an often easier to obtain condition, R0 by applying the Next-Generation
Theorem. Then assuming that resistance comes at a cost to the pathogen and using
a very simple within-host model we established under which specific set of biological
assumptions we should expect coinfection to increase or decrease R0 . Specifically,
we obtained that in the no cost of resistance case, reduced transmission case, and
increased mortality case that coinfection will increase the R0 value and that in the
reduced growth and poor competitor case that the effect is indeterminate. We also
introduced the application of perturbation analysis to coinfection models. Using
this method, we showed that we obtain the same trend for the cost of resistance
cases when comparing our estimate for the intrinsic growth rate for the coinfection
case versus the intrinsic growth rate for the single infection case. We also used
this approximation to estimate the percentage of resistance as a function of time.
Finally, we analyzed how both the intrinsic growth rate and R0 respond to a changing
treatment rate, compared to the intrinsic growth rate and R0 value in the single
infection case. We found that the change in R0 and the intrinsic growth rate can be
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greater or smaller than the change in the single infection case.
We contend, that this work represents a major contribution toward addressing the
question of the effect of multiple infections on the emergence of resistant pathogens.
Specifically, we believe that we are the first to perform a full analysis on a multiple
infection model with treatment. In addition, we are the first to show that the R0
for multiple infections can be derived using the Next-Generation Theorem. We contend that we have made a contribution to the literature on deriving R0 for multiple
infections heuristically as our derivation provides much more detail, in particular
regarding the role played by propagules. To our knowledge, we are also the first to
show that one can estimate the intrinsic rate of growth, by making the biologically
relevant assumption that the coinfection efficiency is small as well as provide an
estimate for the percent resistance as a function of time.
Clearly, the above investigation has shown that multiple infections play an important role in the emergence of resistant pathogens. Hopefully, it has added awareness
from public health perspective, that public health intervention strategies may not
only effect the amount of infection but could also effect the amount of coinfection.
This in turn could have an unexpected effect on the population dynamics.
Areas of future work could include:
• The development of a disease specific coinfection model, that looks at the various
pathways and life stages of a disease.
• A stochastic coinfection model.
• An analysis of various intervention strategies and how they are expected to
effect the amount of coinfection.
The author hopes that this work will provide a launching point for further inves-
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tigations both mathematical and experimental into the effect of coinfection on the
emergence of resistant pathogens.
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0.1

Appendix A

0.2

Application of Next Generation Theorem, Derivation of R0

Recall that the Jacobian of system 2.4 evaluated at the endemic equilibrium takes
on the following form:


(0.1)



 JB J1 


0 JA

Since all the eigenvalues of JB are assumed to have negative real part then we
need only to analyze the eigenvalues of JA in order to analyze the stablity of our
system. We notice that we can partition our Matrix JA into JA = F − V where

ŜβA
ŜβAB,A
ŜβBA,A
SβTA
ŜβTA
ŜβTAB,A
ŜβTBA,A
 −ν + ŜβA − σhB − µA



0
−ν − µA
0
0
0
0
0
0

 


σ ĥB
0
−ν − µAB
0
0
0
0
0




σ IˆB βA
σ IˆB βA σ IˆB βAB,A −ν − µBA + σ IˆB βBA,A σ IˆB βTA σ IˆB βTA σ IˆB βTAB,A σ IˆB βTBA,A

JA = 


ν
0
0
0
−µTA
0
0
0



0
ν
0
0
0
−µTA
0
0




0
0
ν
0
0
0
−µTAB
0


0
0
0
ν
0
0
0
−µTBA
and 

ŜβA
ŜβAB,A
ŜβBA,A
ŜβTA,A
ŜβTA,A
ŜβTAB,A
ŜβTBA,A 
 ŜβA






0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0






0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0






 σ IˆB βA σ IˆB βA σ IˆB βAB,A σ IˆB βBA,A σ IˆB βTA,A σ IˆB βTA,A σ IˆB βTAB,A σ IˆB βTBA,A 


F =





0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0






0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0








0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0




0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 ν + µA + σhB



0
ν + µA
0
0
0
0
0
0



−σhB
0
ν + µAB
0
0
0
0
0




0
0
0
ν + µBA 0
0
0
0

V =


−ν
0
0
0
µTA 0
0
0



0
−ν
0
0
0 µTA
0
0




0
0
−ν
0
0
0 µTAB
0


0
0
0
−ν
0
0
0
µTBA

and 












.
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We notice that F is a non-negative matrix and that V is an M-matrix therefore
we can apply the Next-Generation Theorem and


s (JA ) < 0 <=> ρ F V −1 < 1

s (JA ) > 0 <=> ρ F V −1 > 1

s (JA ) = 0 <=> ρ F V −1 = 1
Taking the spectral radius of F V −1 we obtain:

(0.2)
 σ IˆB βBA,A
ŜβA
Ŝσ ĥB βAB,A


ρ F V −1 =
+
+
ν + µBA
ν + σhB + µA (ν + µ ) ν + σ ĥ + µ
AB
B
A
ŜνβTA,A

+



µTA ν + σ ĥB + µA

+

Ŝνσ ĥB βTAB,A
νσ IˆB βTBA,A

+
(ν + µBA ) µTBA
(ν + µAB ) µTAB ν + σ ĥB + µA

We will refer to quantity 0.2 as R0 . Applying the Next-Generation theorem we
have that if R0 > 1 then our system is unstable and if R0 < 1 then our system is
locally stable.
0.3

Stability Conditions for the Strain B system

Assume the following system of differential equations:

Ṡ = Θ − µS − hB S
I˙B = hB S − σhB IB − µB IB − νIB
(0.3)

I˙BB = σhB IB − µBB IBB − νIBB
ṪB = νIB − µT B TB
ṪBB = νIBB − µT BB TBB
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where
hB = βB IB + βBB,B IBB + TB βTB,B + TBB βTBB,B
If we apply the assumptions II.5 that class IB and class IBB have the same
transmission efficiency and mortality rate, and that class TB and TBB have the same
transmission efficiency and mortality rate we can define new variables I˙Bnew = I˙B +
I˙BB and ṪBnew = ṪB + ṪBB and rewrite our system as

Ṡ = Θ − µS − hB S
I˙Bnew = hB S − σhBnew IBnew − µB IBnew − νIBnew

(0.4)

ṪBnew = νIBnew − µT B TBnew
where
(0.5)

hB = βB IBnew + TBnew βTB,B

This system is identical in form to system 0.9 when single infections only are
permitted. Therefore we have that the endemic B equilibrium of our system is stable
when ĥB > 0.
0.4

Appendix B

0.5

Derivation of R0 for Single Infections Only

We derive an expression for R0 in the single infection case. Consider the following
system of differential equations:
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Ṡ = Θ − µS − hA S − hB S
(0.6)

I˙B = hB S − µB IB − νIB
ṪB = νIB − µT B TB
I˙A = hA S − µA IA − νIA
ṪA = νIA − µT A TA

(0.7)

hA = βA IA + TA βTA,A

(0.8)

hB = βB IB + TB βTB,B

Where we have used the same notational conventions as before.
If there is no A strain, system 0.6 reduces to the following strain B only system:

Ṡ = Θ − µS − hB S
(0.9)

I˙B = hB S − µB IB − νIB
ṪB = νIB − µT B TB

This system had two equilibrium points. The first is the disease free equilibrium
where

T̂B = 0
(0.10)

IˆB = 0
Ŝ =

θ
µ
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and the second is the endemic equilibrium where:

νhB
νβTB + βB µTB
µTB hB
IˆB =
νβTB + βB µTB
(ν + µB ) µTB
Ŝ =
.
νβTB + βB µTB

T̂B =
(0.11)

Taking the Jacobian of system 0.5 at the endemic equilibrium we obtain:

(0.12)

ˆ
−ŜβB
−ŜβTB,B
−ŜβA
−ŜβTA,A
 −µ − IB βB − T̂B βTB,B



IˆB βB + T̂B βTB,B
−ν + ŜβB − µB ŜβTB,B
0
0



0
ν
−µTB
0
0




0
0
0
−ν + ŜβA − µA ŜβTA,A


0
0
0
ν
−µTA
which has the following block-triangular form:





 JB F 


0 JA

(0.13)

Where



(0.14)

−ŜβB
−ŜβTB
 −µ − IˆB βB − T̂B βTB


JB = 
IˆB βB + T̂B βTB
−ν + ŜβB − µB ŜβTB


0
ν
−µTB

is the Jacobian of system 0.9 and
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(0.15)



 −ν + SβA − µA SβTA,A 
JA = 

ν
−µTA

is the Jacobian associated with the IA and TA differential equations in system 0.6.
Because our starting Jacobian is block triangular, the eigenvalues of system 0.6
are simply the eigenvalues of JB and JA . If we examine Jacobian JB we notice
that we cannot obtain an algebraic expression for the eigenvalues. However we can
determine the stability of the eigenvalues by applying the Routh-Hurwitz conditions:
Theorem .1. Routh-Hurwitz Conditions for Local Stability of 3X3 Matrices [14]
Given a 3X3 Jacobian matrix we can write the characteristic equation in the following
form r3 + a1 r2 + a2 r + a3 = 0. If a1 > 0, a3 > 0 and a1 a2 > a3 then the equilibrium
is locally stable.

2 +β µ2 (Θβ +(ν+µ )µ
Θν 2 βTB
B TB
B
B
TB )+νβTB µTB (2ΘβB +(ν+µB )(ν+µB +µTB ))
(ν+µB )µTB (νβTB +βB µTB )

(νβTB +βB µTB )2

(βB µTB (µ+ĥB +µTB )+νβTB (µ+ν+ĥB +µB +µTB ))(ν (µ+ĥB )βTB (ν+µB +µTB )+βB µTB (µµTB +ĥB (ν+µB +µTB )))

> ĥB (ν + µB ) µTB

> 0 This condition is always satisfied since all

Which is satisfied if the force of infection is positive and if all parameters are positive.

c) a1 a2 > a3 ⇔

This condition is equivalent to ĥB > 0.

b) a3 > 0 ⇔ ΘνβTB > (−ΘβB + µ (ν + µB )) µTB

parameters take on positive values.

a) a1 > 0 ⇔

stablity of the endemic equilibrium.

Taking the characteristic equation of system 0.9 at the endemic equilibrium we obtain the following conditions for local
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We therefore have that if ĥB is greater than zero then all the eigenvalues of JB
are less than zero. Now all that remains to determine the stability of our system is
to evaluate the stability of JA .
In order to do this we make use of the Next Generation Theorem II.4
We partition our Jacobian into JA = F − V where


(0.16)



 SβA SβTA,A 
F =

0
0

and


(0.17)



 ν + µA 0 
V =
.
−ν
µTA

We notice that F represents the entry of new A infections into the system and that
V represents the transitions of A infections through the various classes. Therefore
ρ (F V − 1) will have the interpretation of the number of secondary infections produced
by an infectious A individual. Since F is non-negative and V is an M-matrix, we can
apply the Next Generation Theorem and ρ (F V − 1) will completely determine the
stability of our system, where ρ (F V − 1) is given by equation 0.18. This also has the
biological interpretation of R0 the number of secondary infections produced by an A
individual.

(0.18)

 Ŝ (βA µTA + νβTA,A )
ρ F V −1 =
(ν + µA ) µTA

